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The French Ambassador, under instructions, said that they wished to send M. de Nazelle and Goldschmidt to meet in Washington with Mr. Vest on Friday, February 28 to further present French views on the US proposal. At that time, they would transmit a paper which would:

-- outline French desires to avoid competition in safeguards and implement strong controls over nuclear exports through common export policies;

-- define the limits on French participation;

At that time they would like to get our preliminary reactions to their views and receive a status report on US talks with other participants.

The Ambassador said that in terms of a final French decision, his government had the following timetable in mind:

1) Discussions on February 28 to present the French paper
2) US transmittal of reactions to French paper

3) Bilateral talks "at the political level" between the US and France

4) After the above France will then take a final position on the suppliers meeting

He stressed that the French government felt there is a need to accomplish these actions rapidly so that the matter can be settled quickly and not be delayed through the process of the talks.

Mr. Ingersoll said that we would be prepared to have the meeting on Friday and that the Ambassador could cable Paris to that effect. Mr. Ingersoll then thanked the Ambassador for his visit.

A question arose in the debriefing of meeting as to what precise level the French had in mind for the follow-on political bilateral talks. Mr. de Bellescize was contacted later at the embassy and said that the Ambassador had transmitted the contents of the instructing cable essentially verbatim. The cable simply talked of a meeting at the political level. De Bellescize said that he would raise the question of level in their reporting cable to Paris.
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